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Abstract
The goal of our study is realization of static friction sensation

using a piece of artificial finger skin for robot hand manipula-
tion. In order to realize the sensation, we recall the importance
of incipient slip detection. First, artificial finger skin is designed
which is mimicked to have characteristics similar to that of a hu-
man finger with respect to the shape and a part of the sensing
functions which such enable the incipient slip detection: The fin-
ger skin has ridges on the surface in each of which a pair of ar-
tificial FAI receptors are embedded. The design process of artifi-
cial finger skin is also shown that includes three phases. Design
phase]1 is to design the characteristics of aFAI receptor as the
transducer of which, we choose PVDF film sheets which have
a dynamic stress rate characteristic. Design phase]2 involves
determination of the shape and size of artificial finger skin, and
the location of the transducers in a ridge. We analyze the stress
in the finger skin when incipient slip occurs at the surface. The
signal from transducer is analyzed what the best situation of the
position of transducer and the using information of transducer at
the future process. Design phase]3 is to manufacture artificial
finger skin. Experimental result that incipient slip occurs at the
surface of artificial finger skin reveal that the differential output
voltage signal from a pair of artificialFAI receptors embedded
in a ridge captures not only low-frequency vibration to generate
a predictive signal which warns incipient slip of the ridge, but
also high frequency vibratory signal which indicates slip of the
ridge. In order to judge automatically that incipient slip occurs
we use multi-layered ANN. The result to judge incipient slip use
ANN shows that the system is robust to noise and can detect the
incipient slip.

1 Introduction
Most of the conventional approaches to construction of

various robot tactile sensor mechanisms hold a fundamen-
tal problem of a spatial limitation when they are attempted
to be mounted on a small area of a robot fingertip for in-
tegration of their individual functions. This is because the
limited space at a robot fingertip cannot house many sen-
sor mechanisms without causing any mechanical interfer-
ence with one another. By contact, various kinds of hu-
man tactile perception are attained through integrated pro-
cessing of tactile information from only several kinds of
mechanoreceptors. Therefore, we consider it very impor-

tant to build a tactile sensing system based upon a design
policy of taking the behavior of tactile sensing elements
and the tissue embedding them at the same time. Conse-
quently, it becomes worth notice to realize artificial finger
skin with sensing elements incorporated into the skin tis-
sue so that they can be expected to have various robot tac-
tile perception capabilities under a novel platform concept:
the sensing elements should have a wider frequency de-
tectable range and acquire meaningful information by their
elaborate spatial allocation. In the study, we demonstrate
the effectiveness of this design policy by pursuing incipient
slip detection which plays an important role in elucidating
the static friction sensation mechanism.

For this purpose, we decided to attain vibrotactile sens-
ing capabilities on a skin tissue that has softness like hu-
mans. Early, Johansson et al.[1] examined in their study of
human static friction sensation that a parallel change in the
grip and the load forces is observed during precision grip of
an object and the ratio between two forces is adapted to re-
sult in the static friction coefficient between the finger skin
surface and the object. According to their suggestion that
incipient slip information should play an important role in
such precision grip, several studies on robotic incipient slip
detection have been reported. Gaetano et al.[2] proposed a
tactile sensor system capable of detecting the incipiency
of slip between an object and the sensor surface using the
normal and shear stress information from arrays of PVDF
transducers. They showed by both simulation and exper-
imentation that a trained neural network with the normal
and shear stress signal patterns allowed them to find the
incipient slip. However, this method is different from the
standard detecting method of incipient slip: An object in
contact with a rubber surface is slid on a curved surface
and the peripheral area of the contact is initiated to slip.

In this respect, Tremblay et al.[3] demonstrated the ef-
fectiveness of incipient slip detection more early using
the peripheral slip signal from accelerometers which were
mounted on a curved soft surface.

Similarly, J. S. Son et al.[4] also devised the surface of
the rubber skin to have molded surface texture with arrayed
tiny nibs for the purpose of easily obtaining the incipient
slip. However, we can still design better shape and struc-
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ture of the skin surface ridges with vibrotactile sensing el-
ements because the mechanical behavior of nibs and the
directivity of the sensors are not necessarily optimized in
the above two proposals due to their separate allocation. As
the background of establishing a novel design strategy, we
have studied the dynamic response of human finger skin for
tactile receptors focusing on the effect of epidermal ridges
using FE analysis[5]. We have also proposed to detect im-
pulsive high-frequency vibratory signal at robotic finger
surface ridges where PVDF film strips are embedded for
isolating a slip phase from various other contact phases[6].

Moreover, what kind of transducers with 20 dB/dec or
higher order dynamic sensing characteristics we should use
is also an important technical issue. Though the above ap-
proach by Tremblay et al. to using accelerometers is con-
sidered to have higher sensitivity in acquiring vibrotactile
information, they cannot be easily downsized. PVDF film
transducers which were introduced to this study field by
Dario et al.[7] are promising due to their flexibility and
high sensitivity. Later work on texture distinguishment by
Patterson et al.[8] is also notable, from the viewpoint that
the work was the first proposal of using the PVDF film
transducers in dynamic tactile sensing which is a widely
applicable concept developed by Howe et al.[9]. They
also used the same PVDF film transducers referring to it
as stress rate sensor in their work on monitoring contact
conditions for dextrous robot hand manipulation. It is in-
teresting to note that a PVDF transducer has the possibility
of exhibiting various frequency characteristics in connec-
tion with an amplifier[10].

In this study, we show a development process of artifi-
cial finger skin surface ridges in each of which a pair of
PVDF film strips are embedded. The design process of ar-
tificial finger skin regarding the shape and size is described
in chapter 2. In chapter 3, the frequency characteristic
of a PVDF circuit is examined with the equivalent circuit
modeled. Inchapter 4, artificial finger skin is designed
mimicking human digital skin. Inchapter 5, artificial fin-
ger skin is manufactured and we demonstrate that the sens-
ing function of artificial finger skin allows us to detect the
incipient slip. Inchapter 6, multi-layered ANN is applied
to judgment of incipient slip generation using transducer
signal. The conclusion for this study is finally made in
chapter 7.

2 Design Processes of Artificial Skin
There are two processes of designing artificial finger

skin for this study, which are schematically described in
Figure 1. The first processA consists of three design
phases; design]1, ]2 and]3. Design phase]1 is to exam-
ine the frequency characteristics and the sensitivity of the
transducer circuit used in artificial finger skin. We select
PVDF film as the transducer of artificial mechanorecep-
tors because the film has high mechanical flexibility and

we can expect high sensitivity of piezoelectricity with dy-
namic responses of technical interest. We consider that this
phase of determining the equivalent circuit of the PVDF
film in connection with an amplifier is important for later
use of designing more desired PVDF transducer circuits.
In design phase]2, we design the shape and size of ar-
tificial finger skin. In this phase, it is important to iden-
tify where the PVDF transducers should be localized and
what kind of tactile information from the transducers is sig-
nificant in detecting incipient slip. The above two design
phases are conducted independently, and design phase]3
connect these two phases. In this phase, artificial finger
skin is manufactured and analyzed mechanism of our main
concern that incipient slip occurs at the surface of the ar-
tificial finger skin. We analyze the signal from artificial
mechanoreceptors and consider how to detect the incipient
slip at the surface of the skin. Design processB will be the
future work to consider after taking the design processA
into account to seek for an optimal solution to artificial fin-
ger skin with more highly sensitive and reliable incipient
slip detection capability.

Hypothesis of human
static friction sensation

frequency
characteristics

Model of equivalent
transducer circuit

Design the artificial
mechanoreceptor

Design phase #1

Stress-strain analysis

contact model

Design phase #2

Determination of shape and
size of an artificial finger skin

Design phase #3

Design process B

Advanced artificial finger skin

Manufactured artificial
finger skin

Figure 1: Design process of artificial finger skin

In order to realize the static friction sensation, restric-
tion is given from the following two keys features which
we hypothesize from an engineering viewpoint. First, the
sensation can be realized principally by detection of incipi-
ent slip. Second,FAI is the mechanoreceptor in the human
digital skin that plays the major role of incipient slip detec-
tion.
3 Design phase]1: Examination of the fre-

quency characteristic of a PVDF circuit
3.1 A circuit model
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Figure 2: Circuit diagram of a PVDF circuit (a PVDF
transducer+ a differential amplifier)+ signal processing
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Figure 2 is a schematic of a PVDF circuit we made for
our study, which is composed of a PVDF film transducer
followed by a differential amplifier. The output signalvout

of a differential amplifier is connected to a low-pass filter
with a cut-off frequencyfc = 200 Hz and the filtered signal
sout is obtained. The amplitude characteristic of the low-
pass filter is expressed as

|Hl(ω)| = 1

1 + ( ω
400π )2

(1)

whereω = 2π f , and f is frequency. The signaluout is
obtained thatvout is differentiated. The differential ampli-
fier, which is mainly a high input impedance operational
amplifier OP amp and plays an important role of rejecting
common mode noise, is connected to a PVDF film trans-
ducer.

A load lo is applied to the PVDF transducer. It generates
electric charges which are converted to output voltagevout

by the succeeding differential amplifier. We can monitor
the four parameterslo, vout, sout anduout, and compute the
Gainof the linear PVDF circuit system which is defined as

Gain(∗out) = 20 log10

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∗out

lo

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (∗ = v, s,u) (2)

whereGain(∗out) is a function of frequencyf = ω/2π be-
cause the PVDF circuit exhibits a dynamic characteristic
due to the parallelly connected CR equivalent circuit com-
ponents of both the PVDF film and the OP amp input.
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Figure 3: Overall equivalent circuit of the PVDF circuit

Figure 3 shows the overall equivalent circuit diagram
including that of the succeeding OP amp[13]. Electric
chargeqPV induced at the electrodes of a polarized PVDF
transducer due to the applied stress results from free elec-
trons existing in the vicinity of the electrodes.qPV is pro-
portional to the applied stresslo,

qPV = d33lo (3)
whered33 is the piezoelectric strain constant:d33 means the
ratio of the charges generated in the 3-axis (in the direction
of film thickness) when unit mechanical stress is applied to
the same 3-axis.

Solving the linear simultaneous equations for the circuit
system inFigure 3, the PVDF circuit gain is formulated as

Gain(vout) = 20 log10

∣∣∣∣∣∣(ROPO + A4)
d33 jωejωt

A3A2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (4)

whereA2 throughA4 in formula (4) are developed as fol-
lows.

A2 =
ROPO

ROPi + R1 + R2 + RPV(1− A1)
(5)

A3 =
1

jωCOPiROPi(1− A2) + 1
(6)

A4 =
jωCOPi

1− A3 + jωCOPi(R3 + R4 + ROPO)
(7)

whereA1 is:
A1 =

jωCPVRPV

1 + jωCPVRPV
(8)

3.2 Experimental setup
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Figure 4: Experimental setup for examining the frequency
characteristic of a PVDF circuit

The experimental setup for examining the frequency
characteristics of a PVDF circuit is shown inFigure 4. The
PVDF film (Kureha Chemical Industry Co.: KF Piezofilm)
is preloaded at 20 N between the indentor of a vibrator
(IMV Co.: PET-05) and a force sensor probe (KISTLER
CO.: 9213A1). The film is a strip-shaped with 30 mm
length, 2 mm width and 80µm thickness. The area of the
contact plane between the film surface and the indentor is
8.7 mm2. The vibrator is driven by a sinusoidal input sig-
nal. The magnitude of the sinusoidal loadlo is 4 N which
is observed by a force sensor, and is kept constant regard-
less of the input frequencyf which ranges from 10 to 1000
Hz. Ten PVDF films are explained to detectGain as same
condition.

3.3 Experimental results
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Figure 5: Experimental result
Experimental results of the frequency characteristics of

a PVDF circuit are shown inFigure 5. We obtain the ex-
perimental results from ten samples for each plot of fre-
quency.
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Table 1: Calculated parameter
CPV 3.0× 10−11[F] COPi 1.5× 10−12[F]
RPV 8.0× 105[Ω] ROPi 3.0× 105[Ω]

ROP0 15[Ω]

Calculated results ofGain obtained from (4) through
(8) are plotted as the dotted lines inFigure 5 by use of the
circuit parameters inTable 1.

Figure 5(a)shows the experimental result ofGain(vout)
which indicates a linear characteristic to be expressed as

Gain(vout) = alog10| f | + b (9)

wherea andb are constant parameters which are experi-
mentally identified asa = 18.4 dB/dec, b = −46.9 dB.
On the other hand, constants of the calculated results of
Gain(vout) area = 20.0 dB/dec,b = −46.8 dB. There is
1% significance of constanta between the calculated and
the experimental results. Frequency characteristics of fil-
tered outputGain(sout) is shown inFigure 5(b). The re-
sult shows a band-pass characteristic with 200 Hz peak fre-
quency.

4 Design phase]2: Design of artificial finger
skin

(a) artificial finger skin (b) section of a ridge 
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Figure 6: Design of artificial finger skin

In design phase]2, we manufactured an artificial fin-
ger skin piece whose shape and size are designed as shown
in Figure 6[11]. Figure 6(a) shows the overall skin piece
with nine ridges, and the detail of one ridge is shown in
Figure 6(b). We designed the artificial finger skin piece
imitating the following characteristics of human fingers.
First, tissue of a human finger except for bones consists of
flexible materials. The materials transform contact infor-
mation to tactile receptors through elastic deformation of
the tissue. Second, a human finger has a curved surface in
broad perspective. Third, epidermal ridges are distributed
at a finger surface. A pair ofFAI receptors is observed to
be located at the top dermis papilla underneath one epider-
mal ridge [12]. It is analyzed by FEM that all of the nine
ridges contact a flat object when normal force of 4 N is
applied.

5 Design phase]3: Manufacture artificial
finger skin and experiment of incipient
slip

5.1 Experimental setup for generating incip-
ient slip

third ridge
fourth ridge

A

Figure 7: Picture of the manufactured artificial finger skin

Figure 7 is a photograph of the manufactured skin
piece of 20 mm width, which consists of silicone rubber
(Shinetsu silicone: KE12 ). There are two PVDF film
strips of 30 mm length in the ridge. The glued parts are
A as shown in the figure. A PVDF film strip is longer than
the width of the skin piece because the glued connection
parts between the PVDF strip electrodes and signal wires
are harder than the silicone rubber material: If the harder
part was in artificial finger skin, mechanical behavior in ar-
tificial finger skin would be changed. The artificial finger
skin was fixed to a thick acrylic substrate.

Z-axis stage

X-axis stage

alminum plate

artificial 

oscilloscope

force sensor
y x

z

block plate

amplifiers

finger skin

ex

Figure 8: Experimental setup to examine incipient slip de-
tection performance

The experimental setup for examining the performance
of incipient slip detection is shown inFigure 8. As shown
in the figure, artificial finger skin is fixed to a block plate
which is driven in the x and z directions by a x-z stage. The
skin is sensitive to slip incipiency in the x direction. The
aluminum plate which is in contact with the skin surface at
constant normal force is slid in the x direction. Two signal
channels of the output voltage from the third and fourth
elements are monitored at 10 kHz sampling rate.
5.2 Experimental results

We define the name of PVDF film shown in theFigure
9 and output signalsv]A−1

out , s]A−1
out andu]A−1

out of PVDF ] A-1
andv]A−2

out , s]A−2
out andu]A−2

out of PVDF ] A-2 and differential
output ofvA

out, sA
out anduA

out as follows:

∗A
out = ∗A−1

out − ∗A−2
out (∗ = v, s,u) (10)

whereA is constant ofA = 3,4.
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third ridgefourth ridge
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#4-1 #3-2

#3-1

Figure 9: Definition of the PVDF transducers embedded
in two ridges

The experimental result of the detected signalvout is
monitored when incipient slip occurs at the surface of fin-
ger skin as shown inFigure 10. In this figure, when the
aluminum plate is slid in the x direction, low frequency
components in signalvout begin to increase. The arrows↓
shows when the signal begin to increase. We refer to the
signal in which low frequency components are dominant
asindication signal. When incipient silp occurs on the sur-
face of finger skin, the impulsive signal is monitored. The
arrow↑ shows when incipient slip occurs. We call the im-
pulsive signalslip signal.
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Figure 11shows the experimental result in which ofsout

anduout are monitored when incipient slip occurs.Figure
11(a) shows ofsout andFigure 11(b) shows ofuout. The
result ofsout shows that the signal can pick up anindication
signal pattern but cannot detectslip signal. On the other
hand, the result ofuout shows that the signal can detectslip
signalbut cannot pick up theindication signal.
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5.3 Strategy for detecting the incipient slip
In subsection5.2, we showed that not onlyslip signalbut

also indication signalcould be monitored when incipient
slip occurred at the surface of the artificial finger skin. We
set a strategy for automatically detecting incipient slip as
follows: First, indication signalis detected through mon-
itoring sout, while slip signal is through monitoringuout.
Second, if the two kinds of signal were detected, we judged
that the incipient slip occurs at the skin surface. We do not
usevout because it is not capable of separate theslip and
indcation signalsfrom each other.

6 Judgment for occurrence of incipient slip
6.1 Method for the judgment

In order to judge whether any incipient slip occurs at the
finger skin surface or not, we made an approach to use of
multi-layered ANN(Artificial Neural Network). The archi-
tecture of the proposed for this judgment purpose ANN is
shown inFigure 12. The output neurons of ANN areyslip

for incipient slip judgment,ynon for non-slip judgment and
yind for possibility indication of incipient slip occurrence.
The input neurons of ANN aresout, uout andyind. yind is a
feedback element. Outputyind is used for control of a robot
hand which requires anindication signalof incipient slip
occurrence to start increasing grasp force not to drop an
object.
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Figure 12: Structure of ANN with 5 input and 3 output
neurons
6.2 Experimental result to judge the incipi-

ent slip
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Figure 13: Result of judgment the incipient slip occurs
The experimental result for judgment of the incipient

slip occurrence is shown inFigure 13. Figure 13(a) and
(b) show the results of the judgment output signals in the
third and fourth elements. The upper four figures show
input signals ofsA−1

out , sA−2
out , uA−1

out anduA−2
out whereA denotes

number of ridge shown inFigure 9. The third and second
figures from the bottom depicts output signal ofyslip and
ynon. The bottom figure tracesyind. These results show the
following: First, when anindication signalgrows, signal
yind starts to increase. This means that there is a possibility
of incipient slip occurrence. Second, when an incipient slip
occurs at the surface of the finger skin, which is shown as
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Table 2: Experimental result of judgment of incipient slip
and noise signals

Slip judgment Noise judgment
judgment[time] 6 0
non-judgment[time] 0 6

an impulse signal in the third and fourth figures, signal
yslip rises and indicates it with a certain peaked range. If
a threshold voltage is set appropriately, and the amplitude
of yslip exceeds the threshold, the incipient slip occurring
at the finger skin surface is exactly.

The statistical experimental result of judging incipient
slip occurrence while some noise signal is also added pur-
posely in different phases in an experiment is shown inTa-
ble 2. The slip judgment means whether the answer from
yslip exhibited a signal rise or not when either an actual slip
phenomenon occurred or the signal was contaminated by
some noise in each of 6 times of experiments. The result
shows that in all experiments, the judgment signal made
prefect answers and the result implies that the ANN sys-
tem is also robust against noise signal.

7 Conclusion
In the paper, we described development of artificial fin-

ger skin with vibrotactile sensing elements based upon
our design policy for verifying that incipient slip detection
plays a central role for static friction sensing. The study is
summarized in the following four items.

1. We showed design processes of artificial finger skin,
which was followed by detailed design phases for at-
taining incipient slip detection.

2. We designed PVDF circuits and examined the fre-
quency characteristics. We showed that the PVDF cir-
cuit displayed a stress rate characteristic, and modeled
the equivalent circuit consisting of a parallely con-
nected a resistance and a capacitance.

3. PVDF film strips were embedded in artificial finger
skin and incipient slip was produced at the contact
area with an object. We showed that such an incip-
ient slip could be detected as follows; First, a low-
frequency signal pattern was extracted for prediction
of a incipient slip signal which might succeedingly
occur. If such a predictive signal was monitored, we
could attain successful detection of incipient slip. Fi-
nally, if the slip occurrence signal was detected, the
grasping force of a robot hand could be increased to
avoid dropping an object.

4. Multi-layered ANN technique was used in order to
judge whether any incipient slip occurred or not. The
output signals for slip judgment, non-slip judgment,
and for indicating possibility of the incipient slip oc-
currence. The signal characteristic of having a first or-
der bandpass filtering at 200 Hz peak frequency and
the time derivative signal which is characteristic of

stress acceleration. The other feedback signal was
prepared as an input channel to indicate the occur-
rence. The experimental result shows that the indi-
cation signal began to increase when a low frequency
signal pattern occurred, andyslip rose to hit a peak
when incipient slip occurred. From the result, we
demonstrated that the proposed ANN system success-
fully detected the incipient slip occurrence.
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